Abstract. In this paper we present some new upper bounds of the Cusa-Huygens approximation and obtain the corresponding two bilateral inequalities which improved Zhu's results which relate to the Frame's inequalities.
Introduction
In this paper we consider the inequality of Nicolaus De Cusa (1401-1464): (1) 3 sin x 2 + cos x < x, for x ∈ 0, π 2 , see [1] , [2] . The first proof of this inequality is given by Christian Huygens, (1629 -1695), see [3] . Let us emphasize that the following approximation:
(2) x ≈ 3 sin x 2 + cos x , for x ∈ (0, π], was first surmised in De Cusa's Opera book, see [4] and [5] . Approximation stated above will be called Cusa-Huygens approximation.
Let us consider the error of Cusa-Huygens approximation as the following function:
One estimation of precision of the Cusa-Huygens approximation is given by the following statement of Ling Zhu:
It is true:
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for x ∈ (0, π] and 1/180 and 1/2100 are the best constants in previous inequalities, respectively.
The results of previous theorem are corrections of Theorem 3.4.20 from monograph [1] . This important discovery and resulting corrections took place in 2018, almost half a century after the publication of classics.
Main results
One of results of this paper is determination of the upper bounds of one estimation of error of the Cusa-Huygens approximation. The following statements are true: 1. exactly one maximum on the interval (0, π) at the point Lemma 2 The equation
has exactly one solution
Proof. The equalities h(0) = 0 and h(π) = 0 are true. The function h(t) is strictly increasing on the interval (0, t1) and strictly decreasing on the interval (t1, π). The function h(t) is convex on interval (0, t2) and concave on interval (t2, π). Let us note that h(t1) > t1 and h(t2) > t2.
Therefore we can conclude that in interval (t1, π) exists exactly one solution of the equation h(t) = t with the numerical value t0 = 2.83982... .
Lemma 3 The function
has exactly one maximum in the point t0 = 2.83982... and numerical value of the function f (t) in the point of the maximum is Proof. The equalities κ(0) = 0 and κ(π) = 0 are true. The function κ(τ ) is strictly increasing on the interval (0, τ1) and strictly decreasing on the interval (τ1, π). The function κ(τ ) is convex on interval (0, τ2) and concave on interval (τ2, π). Let us note that κ(τ1) > τ1 and κ(τ2) > τ2.
Therefore we can conclude that in interval (τ1, π) exists exactly one solution of the equation κ(τ ) = τ with the numerical value τ0 = 2.87934... .
Lemma 6
The function
has exactly one maximum in the point τ0 = 2.87934... and numerical value of the function g(τ ) in the point of the maximum is Then, based on three previous lemmas and result of the paper Ling Zhu [6] we have the following statement.
Theorem 4
The following inequalities are true
Remark 5 If we denote: 
Conclusion
Based on inequalities (4) and (5), stated by Zhu [6] , using elementary analysis we have obtained two new bilateral inequalities (19) and (37) which can be used to estimate precision Cusa-Huygens approximation. Finally, let us note that proofs of new bilateral inequalities can be obtained also by methods and algorithms developed in papers [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] - [17] , [18] - [20] and dissertation [21] .
